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INTRODUCTION 
The sequence { n,},“_0 of Lidstone polynomials may be defined by the 
relations /iO(z) = z, 
A::(z) = A,- 1 (z), ?Z>l 
with n,(O) = /1.(1)=0, as in [7]. There it is noted that each A,, is odd, 
with degree 2n + 1. Also noted there, with 4, denoting the nth Bernoulli 
polynomial, is the equation 
22n+ I l+z 
““(“)=(2n+ l)! &“+I y-- > 
( > 
n2 1. 
The Lidstone series 
f ujAj(Z) + f fljAj(l -Z), (1) 
j=O j=O 
is shown in Theorem 1 of [7] to satisfy the following. If both the series 
converge for a single z, not an integer, then 
j, (-l)“$ 
both converge and the series 
,, = 0 n=O 
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converge on the plane, uniformly on compact subsets of it; thus, letting 
f(z) = f %~,(Z) - f &/lJl -z), 
n=O II=0 
f is entire, ft2”‘( 1) = a,, f”“‘(0) = p,. 
Another, integral, representation for ,4, is obtained in [S]. Let 
G,(~,t)=(x-l)t, O<t<xbl, G,(x,t)=(t-1)x, O<x<t<l, and let, 
for y1> 1, 
G,(x, t) = s,’ G,(x, Y) G,- ICY, 2) dy. 
Then, for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . /l,(x) = [A G,(x, t) t dt. The Lidstone series in [S] 
is the series 
“o~o(z)+Bo~o(l-z)+a,~,(z)+B,~,(l-z)+a~/1~(Z)+ .... (2) 
Clearly, if the series in (1) converges for a value of z, then (2) converges 
to the same sum. However, (2) may converge for a value of z and, yet, (1) 
does not converge at that value. Of course, if the series of absolute values 
of the terms in (2) converges, then both (1) and (2) converge to the same 
sum and, iff(z) denotes that sum on the plane, then f is said to be given 
by an absolutely convergent Lidstone series expansion. 
In [8], it is noted that if the series (2), itself, converges for a single z, not 
an integer, then (2) converges for every z, uniformly over compact subsets 
of the plane; so that f is entire, again ~1, = f (2n)( 1) and j3, = f ‘2”‘(O). In that 
paper, a function f, real on [0, 11, is said to be completely convex on 
[0, l] if for z in that interval ( - 1)” f (‘“j(z) 2 0 andfis said to be minimal 
completely convex on [0, 1 ] if f is completely convex there but if E > 0, 
f(z) - E sin zz is not completely convex on [0, 11. The function sin 7cz is 
completely convex on [0, 1] and, for n 3 0, A, is minimal completely 
convex there. Then [8, Theorem S] a necessary and sufficient condition 
that the function f on the plane, real on [0, 11, be given by an absolutely 
convergent Lidstone series is that f be such an entire function that f, on 
[0, 11, is the difference of two minimal completely convex functions. 
As remarked in [ 11, a necessary and sufficient condition that f, real or 
complex on [O, 11, be given by an absolutely convergent Lidstone series 
may be obtained from this. However, as noted there, this may not always 
be easy to apply. In [l], it is shown that the condition lim,, oci (f(“)(O)/Y) 
is necessary for absolute convergence. 
In a much later paper [2] it was shown that the condition 
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lim ,1 - 7, (~(“‘(O)/X’~) is both necessary and suffkient for convergence on the 
plane of the Lidstone series 
to f(z). In fact, if F denotes the space of all entire ,f such that 
lim, + a (f’“)(O)/n”) = 0, then for .f in F the Lidstone series converges in F 
to J: Thus, the condition lim,,, 7; (,f”‘1(0)/7r”) = 0 is not sufficient for 
absolute convergence. It may be noted that if v is a point, then in order 
that f be such an entire function that lim,, _ r (,f”“(0)/7r”) = 0 it is necessary 
and sufficient that f be such an entire function that lim,, _ I (f”“‘( i’)/nn) = 0. 
See, for instance, Lemma 3 of [S]. 
In [4], it was shown that in order that f have an absolutely convergent 
Lidstone series expansion it is necessary and sufficient that f be such an 
entire function that the sequence { (- 1)” (f’2”‘(0)/n2n)}~Z, is absolutely 
summable and the sequence { ( - 1)” (fC2” + “(O)/X” + ’ )},T:, is of bounded 
variation with limit zero. In fact, let J be the space of all such f; so that f 
is in J if and only if f is such an entire function that, with p = l/n, 
C,“=, jf’2”‘(0)p2”1 exists, C,“=, ~f’2”+“(0)p2”+‘+f’2n+3)(0)p2n+3~ exists, 
and lim, j a f (2n+‘)(0) = 0. Then, with norm, 
Ilf IIJ = f If ‘2”)(O) P2”I 
II = 0 
+ f. If ‘2n+l)(0)p2n+1+f’2n+3)(())p2?~+3(, 
tl=O 
J is a Banach space, continuously situated in F, for f in J the Lidstone 
series converges in J to f and, indeed, converges absolutely in J-in the 
sense that 
converges. 
In [S], it is shown that in order that f have a Lidstone series expansion 
~~of’2nl(lMz)+ t f”“‘(O)4(1 -z) 
n=O 
it is necessary and sufficient that f be such an entire function that 
cycl o ( - 1)’ f ‘“‘(O)( 1/7r)Z converges and limj, m (- l)‘f’“+ “(O)( l/~)~j+ ’ 
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=O. This latter condition is somewhat stronger than that in [2], but 
weaker than that in [4]. 
In [6] it is noted that, with p = l/rc, the conditions on an entire 
f, C,“=, If’*“‘(O) ~‘~1 exists, C,“=O If”“+“(O) pLZn+’ +f’2”+3’(0) F’~+~( 
exists, and lim, _ ~ f(2n + “(0) p2n + ’ = 0, are equivalent to the conditions 
c,“=. If”““‘(1/2)/P+‘1 exists, C,“=, (f”“‘(1/2) p2” +f”“+“(1/2) p2n+21 
exists, and lim, _ cc f(2n’( l/2) p2” = 0, a certain interchange being noted in 
the conditions on the successive ven and odd derivatives, the one at zero, 
the other at l/2. 
In much the same way, it may be noted that, with p = l/n, in order that 
,f be such an entire function that C,“=, (- l)“f’2”‘(0) p2” exists and 
lim n _ ~ (- ,)~f’2”“‘(0) /p+’ = 0 it is necessary and sufficient that f 
be such an entire function that lim, _ 3c. (- 1 )nf(2n’( l/2) pZn = 0 and 
C,“=o(-l)“f’2”+“(1/2)~2”+’ exists. 
There is yet another arrangement of the Lidstone series, the series 
.g, Cf”“‘(l) 47(z) +f”“‘(O) A,(1 -z)l. 
As remarked in [2], the condition, lim, j o. f’“‘(O)( l/n)” = 0, of that paper 
is not necessary for convergence on the plane of this series to f(z). Here, 
conditions, both necessary and sufficient, for convergence on the plane of 
the series to f(z) are stated. These involve the sequence of successive 
derivatives off at l/2, the mid-point of the interval [0, 11, rather than at 
0, the left end-point of that interval. 
PRELIMINARIES 
For f a function on [0, 11, in L2[0, 11, b,,(f) = 2 sAf(x) sin qnx dx, the 
qth sine series coefficient off; so that f(x) - x,“=, b,(f) sin qnx is the sine 
series expansion on [0, l] for f: Similarly, a,(f) = 2 si j”(x) cos qnx dx, so 
that .f4 N UP) df) + C;=, a,(f) cos q zx is the cosine series expansion 
for f on [0, 11. For q = 1, 2, 3, . . . . vy denotes l/qrr. Considering the func- 
tions A, themselves, one has b&d,) = 2( - 1)4+“+’ vF+i, nb = 1, and, for 
n>O, a,,(nL)=O and for q>O, Q,(AL)=~(-~)~+~+‘v.F. 
Of frequent use here is the simple observation, established for instance in 
[3], that if y is a summable sequence, ~,oO=, y, exists, and 6 is a sequence 
of bounded variation, 16,,] + c,E 0 IS,, i - Sjl exists, then c,$ rj Si exists. 
Indeed, with IIylls= maxNaO lE,CN~.,l and ll~llBv= l&l +E,Eo Is,,, -b,l, 
lZ~OY.j6jl d IIYllSllGIIBY~ 
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THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. In order that,f‘he such a function on the plane that for some 
pair, a and p, qf complex number sequences and each complex number 
z C,Eo=, [u,A,(z) + ,biA,( 1 -z)] converges with sum f(z) it is necessary and 
sufficient that f be such an entire function that lim, .+ ,,f (%‘( l/2)( l/~)~‘= 0 
and limj, m f ‘2’+ ‘)( l/2)( 1/2x)2’+ ’ = 0. In this case, the series converges 
untformly on each compact subset of the complex plane, xi= f (2”( 1 ), 
j=o, 1, 2, 3 > “‘7 and /I, = f""(O), j= 0, 1, 2, 3, . 
The argument for Theorem 1 is based on two lemmas. 
LEMMA A. Let u = 271. 
(1) rf 6,, = /1,(3/4) - A,( l/4), n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . the sequence 
~(-1)“/P2%K~0 is of bounded variation. 
(2) Suppose that z is a point and, for n =O, 1,2,3, . . . . ;1,,= nI,(1/2). 
Then 
(i) I& + f IL,+ ,P’~+’ + inp2nl converges and 
fl=O 
(ii) lAO(i+zj-Ao($zjl 
+,~o(P2~~+p,~+l (;+Z>-4+'(;+j] 
+~2fl[~,~(f+l)-n.(~-zj]l 
<:exp(lpzI) I& + f IA,+lp2~+2+inp2~l . 
[ ,1 = 0 1 
(3) Zf !P is such an entire function that !P2”‘(0) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
and lim,, o. (Y(2n+1)(0)p-211~ 1 = 0, then cp”= ,, ( - 1)’ Y’“‘( l/2) p ~ ‘j con- 
verges and, for each even q, s; Y(z - l/2) sin(z/v,) dz = 2 ~1~0 (- l)‘+ ’ 
Y(‘j’( l/2) vy+ ‘. Thus, in case !FC2j)( l/2) = 0, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . then !P is zero 
on the plane. 
(4) In order that @ be such a function on the plane that for some 
complex number sequence 4 and each point z 
@j(z)= f hM(;+z)-4~-41 
n = 0 
it is necessary and suf$cient that @ be such an entire function that 
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cDc2”)(0)=0, n=O, 1, 2, 3, . . . . and lim,,, pL-2n-‘@(2n+1)(0)=0. In this 
case, the series converges untformly to @ on each compact subset of the plane 
and 4, = @(2n)( l/2), n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
LEMMA B. Suppose that u = 7~. 
(1) If 6, = n,(3/4) + /1,(1/4), n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . the sequence 
I(- 1)“/P2”hz~~~0 is of bounded variation. 
(2) For n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . let A, = A,( l/2) and z be a point. Then 
(i) I& + f IE,,+,p2”+2+Anu2nl converges and 
?Z=O 
(ii) lAo(~+z)+Ao(+z)l 
+~o(P2~+2[Aj+l(f+z)+nj+l(f~z)] 
++j(;+z)+A,(;-z)]l 
<~exp(ld) lAoI+ f 13Lj+l~2i+2+Aj~zil 
[ 
. 
j=O 1 
(3) If Y is such an entire function that !Py(2n+ “(0) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
and lim,, m !PC2”)(0) pL-2n = 0 then c,?. (- 1)’ !P(‘j)(1/2) pL-‘j converges 
and for odd q, Jh !P(z - i/2’) sin(z/v,) dz = 2 C,Y?, (- 1)’ !Pc2j)( l/2) v:+‘. 
Thus, in case !pC2j)( l/2) = 0, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . Y is zero on the plane. 
(4) In order that K be such a function on the plane that for some 
complex number sequence JC and each point z 
cc 
K(z)= c K,[A,(~+Z)+~“(&-Z)l 
tl=O 
it is necessary and sufficient that K be such an entire function that 
K(2”+1)(0)=0, n=O, 1, 2, 3, . . . . and lim,,, p-2nK(2n)(0)=0. In this case, 
the series converges uniformly to K on each compact subset of the plane and 
7c, = Kc2”‘( l/2), n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
Proof of Lemma A( 1). We have 
&(3/4)-L(l/4)= f b,(4 si*3qn_sin7[ 
q=l 
4 4 1 
=4(-l)” i: (-1)P [v,p+212”+‘. 
p=o 
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Thus, I$“c~,~I =(2/~)lCI=,,((-1)“/[2q+ I]“‘+‘)1 34/3x and, for n>O, 
Id,,+, p+* + 6,, p*‘sI 
Thus, 
<(4/P) f f Cv4p+2P12n+’ 
p=l ,I=1 
Now 
1 
I p=, c&7+ 1)C(2+ 112- 11 
Proof of Lemma A(2). Let n be a positive integer. Then 
= z 2(-l),,’ ((-1)” [Q”) 
y=l 
=2(-ly+l f (-1)” [v2J? 
y=l 
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Thus, 
IP n 2n+21 
=2 
+ I + P2%l 
,g (-1)” wf2,12”+2- CP2,12” }I 
= 2 ,,f2 (- 1)” CP2,12” {bv2J2 - 1 I 
d 2 f [pv,,12” { 1 - (P2,)2} 
Thus, 
2n+2 +A&*“( Q2 1 1 [pv2J2” 
n=l y=2 
=2 f f CPv2y12n 
y=2n=I 
=2 J2 1 I”;;;yJ2 
4 
4’. 
@q*-l 
Now 
A~(~+z)-~“(~-i)=2~oA~~~~~~~)z2j+1 
=2 f ALj(1/2)z2j+~ 
,=o m+ l)! 
4&Lz 2J + 1 
izo (21+ l)! 
Thus, 
(-lY+l P2”+2 [A+, (;++A+, (&)] 
-(-l)“/P p”(;+z)-n.(;-z)]~ 
p2j+2+Ajp,zij 
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So that 
+ i (~l)~~+lp2tz+2 
,1 = 0 
[L (;++4+, (;-:)I 
- ( - 1 )” $11 
p,,(;++A!,(;-z)]~ 
+ i I~“,+,/2j+2+~jp*‘l IPZI 
2(n-/)+ I 
j=O [2(n-j)+ l]! I 
=~~lo~n~o~~~~l,‘,+f r l/2,+,112J+2+2ujp2jl f ‘pz’2y+1 
i 0 ,&+I+ l)! 
~4e,pWl) I& + f lA,+,p*j+*++*il . 
P L /=O 1 
Proof of Lemma A(3). Let Y be such an entire function that 
lim, + m y(Zfl+l)(()) p-2n-l = 0 and Yczn)(0) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . Then Y is 
an odd function. Let q be an even positive integer. Applying Kronecker’s 
repeated integration-by-parts formula, 
Ji !P(z--i)sinidz 
n-l 
=2 c (-l)l+‘lpc~~~ ; y 
0 
V2jf 1 
j=O 
+(-1)“[& YJQ~‘(z-~)sin~dz]~~. 
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Now if z is a point and n a nonnegative integer 
< [max JW’(O) ~~‘11 exp((pz(). 
i2n 
Thus, 
But lim, j m [maxjazn IY(j)(O) p PiI ] = 0. Thus, for even q, 
Let Y(2n)(1/2) = 0, II = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . Then, if g denotes the function 
Y(z - l/2), for even q, bq( g) = 0. But, for each odd q, b,(g) is also zero. 
Indeed, we have, for odd q, 
sin(y)=sin(y). 
Thus, 
.i,’ Y(z-i)sintdz 
112 
- l/2 
s 
0 
= 
~ L/2 y( 
z s’n(y)dz+J:” Y(z)sin(y)dz 
) 
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So that !F(z - l/2) is zero on (0, 1 ), Y is zero on (- l/2, l/2), and, by the 
unique extension theorem, Y is zero on the plane. 
Proof of Lemma A(4). Suppose that I:=, rj,,[n,,( l/2+2)-A,,( 1/2-z)] 
converges for each Z. Taking z = l/4, we have x,7=, $,[n,(3/4) - A,,( l/4)] 
converges. But the sequence { ( - 1 )‘/pLZn[~J3/4) - /i,( l/4)]},“=, is of 
bounded variation. Thus, as remarked in the note, 
converges, also. 
Now for z a point and N a positive integer, we have 
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Thus, the series C,“=, 4,,[,4,( l/2 + z) - /i,( l/2 - z)] converges uniformly 
on each compact subset of the plane, so that @ is entire. Also, taking 
z = l/2, we obtain 
@‘“‘($) = f f$,[@q 1) - /i;Q)(o)] 
n=O 
= f ~,[n,~j(l)-n.~,(0)]=~ji. 
n=j 
Now @‘2”‘(O) = z,c, 4[4’“‘( l/2) - /I;‘“‘( l/2)] = 0. Also, 
cp+yo)= f 2q4,/yn+“(9] 
j=O 
=2 f 4j[Ll-,(f)]=2 f #jAj-n. 
j=n j=n 
Thus. 
But lim, _ o3 max, a n I&‘?,(-1)‘~j~-2~~=0. Thus, 
lim pZne1@(2n+ l)(O) = 0. 
n-cc 
Suppose, now, that CD is such an entire function that cD(~“)(O) =O, 
n=O, 1, 2, 3, . . . . and lim,,, ~L-2”-‘@(2n+1~(0)=0. Thus, 
an equality obtained by taking q = 2 in Lemma A(3). 
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So that for z a point, the series C,‘=,, Qt2’)( l/2)[/li( l/2 + Z) - A,( 112 -:)I 
converges. Indeed, for N a positive integer, with #,, = CJ(‘~‘( l/2), we have 
So that, with 
2 
‘(‘)= C dj[Aj($+Z)-Aj(+-Z)] 
.I = 0 
on the plane, Sz is entire, Q(2n)(0) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
lim, + m @2n+ I’(0) pL2!r- I = 0, and cJ~= QC2”( l/2). Of course, we wish to 
show, here, that Q = CD. Let Y= Q-Q. Then Yy’2”‘(0) =O, n=O, 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
lim, + co y/(2”+1)(())p-2”-I = 0, and Yy(“)( l/2) = cP(~~)( l/2) - QC2”‘( l/2) = 
4, - 4, = 0. Thus, by Lemma A(3), Y is identically zero, so that 52 is 
identically @. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let f(z) = CLnEo [cc,/i,(z) + /3,n,( 1 -z)] on the 
plane. We must show that f is entire, lim,, m ft2”)( l/2) (l/~)~” = 0, 
lim, + m f’2” + I’( l/2)( 1/27c)‘” + ’ = 0, the series converges uniformly to f on 
each compact subset of the plane, CC, =f(‘“)( l), and p,, =fC2”)(0). 
Let 
and 
@(z)=f(;+z)-f&z) 
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Then 
Q(z)= f [a,-Pnl[/ln(l+z)-/in(f-z)l 
n=O 
and 
on the plane. Thus, @ and K are entire, both series converge uniformly 
over compact subsets of the plane, @‘2”‘(o)=o, n=o, 1,2, 3, . . . . 
lim, ~+ c4 QCZn+ ‘)(O)( 1/27~)‘~+ I = 0, K(2n+ “(0) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . and 
lim n--roe K(2n)(0)(1/~)2n=0. Also, a,-/?,= QC2”‘(1/2) and a,+pn=KC2”)(1/2). 
Now f(z) = (1/2)[@(z - l/2) + K(z - l/2)]. Thus, f is entire, 
f@“)( l/2) = (l/2) K”“‘(O), and f(2n+ “(l/2) = (l/2) GQ(*~+ “(0). So 
lim f 
n-m 
=o and lim f 
1 
(2n+U _ 
1 2n+l 
O( > 2 G 
= 0. 
“-02 
Also, for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
f""'(l)= ;[@""'(+)+ py$)] 
= tm -Al) + (% +AJl = a, 
and f (2”)(O) = p,. Since both 
c c~n-Bnlc4(zI-~,(l-~)l 
2=0 
and 
converge uniformly 
average, the series 
c c%+PJc4dz)+~,(l-~)l 
over compact subsets of the plane, so does their 
f, cwcl(z) + BdL(l -z)l. 
Suppose thatfis such an entire function that lim, _ oc f(*“)( l/2)( 1/7~)~” = 0 
and lim, _ o3 f (2n + ‘I( l/2)( 1/27~)~“+ r = 0. We must show that 
H;o [f""'(l) 4(z)+f(2")(0) A,(1 -z)l 
converges on the plane. Again, let Q(z) = f( l/2 + z) - f( l/2 -z) and 
409!158.‘1-19 
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K(z)=f(1/2+z)+,f(1/2-z). Then, for n=O, 1,2, 3 ,..., @““)(O)=O, 
cp+ “(0) = 2f c2”+ 9 l/2), K - (7n + “(0) = 0, and Kc”“(O) = 2fc2”‘( l/2). Also, 
@(*“‘(l/2) = ,f’*“‘( 1 ) - f ““‘(0) and K’*“‘( l/2) = f’*“)( 1 ) + f’*“‘(O), n = 
0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . Now, by Lemma A(4), 
Q(z)= f [f”“‘(l)-f’*“‘(o)][A,,(~+;)-n.(~-:)] 
II = 0 
and, by Lemma B(4), 
K(z)= f [f’*“‘(l)+f’*“‘(o)][~,(~+z)+n.(~-z)]. 
Thus, 
II=0 
f(z)=@(z-f)+IC(z-$)I 
=+ f [f”“‘(l)-f@qO)][A,(z)-A,(l-z)] 
++ f [f”“‘(1)+f”“‘(0)][/i,(z)+/1,(1 -z)] 
II=0 
Of course, as argued above, this latter series must converge uniformly to 
f(z) over compact subsets of the plane. 
Consider the example f(z) = cos rcz. The requirement of the paper of 
Buckholtz and Shaw [2] that lim,, 3c f’“‘(O)( l/n)” = 0, required for the 
convergence tof(z)oftheseriesf(1)~,(z)+f(0)/1,(1-z)+f”(1)~,(z)+ 
f”(O)/i,(l-z)+f’“‘(l)n,(z)+ . . . . is not met here. But lim,,, f’*“‘(1/2) 
( 1/n)2” = 0 and lim,, o. f (2n+ “(l/2)( 1/27~)~“+ ’ = 0. By Theorem 1, for z a 
point, 
= f (-,y+’ n*“[n,(z) - A,( 1 -z)] = cos 712, 
fl=O 
with convergence uniform over compact subsets of the plane. 
What additional requirement must be satisfied by f to ensure that the 
series 
nTo If’*“‘(l) A,(z) +f ‘*“‘(o) A,(1 - z)l 
converges on the plane? 
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THEOREM 2. In order that f be such an entire function that the series 
jzo Cf’2j’(1)n,(z)+f’“‘(o)nj(1-z)l 
concerges on the plane to f (z) and the series of absolute values, 
,zo If”“(l) Aj(z)+f’2j’(o) nj(1 -z)l> 
converges on the plane it is necessary and sufficient that f be such an entire 
function that 
To / fQj1 (f)(i)“+ f Pi+*) (~)(~)‘j+*i 
converges, 
converges, and 
2ji I 
lim f = 0. 
j- c+: 
In other words, both the sequences, { (- 1)” f (2n)( l/2)( l/n)2”},“,0 and 
l(l~~tl~~~‘2”“)(l/2)(1/2rr)‘“+ l >na_O? must be of bounded variation with 
The argument for Theorem 2 is based on three lemmas, the first of which 
is a restatement of Lemma 2 in [4]. 
LEMMA C. Suppose that p > 0 and Y is such an entire function that 
f 1 yyCi+*)(o) pp~-* + yHd(o) ppjI 
J=o 
exists. Then, for z a point, 
j=O 
30 
d exp( ]pzl) 1 I !F+ *) (0) p-J-2 + Y”‘(0) /.-“I. 
j=O 
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LEMMA D. Suppose that p = 27r und @ is such an entire function thut 
@(*“)(O) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . and lim,, ~_ I @(2’r+‘1(0)p~~7’z~ ‘=O;.yo that the 
series 
f @‘*“(~)[A,(~+z)-A,(~-z)] 
/=o 
converges on the plane to Q(z). Then in order that the series of‘ absolute 
values 
converge on the plane it is necessary and sufficient that 
fj 1~(*j+3)(0)~-*/~3+~(2j+l)(0)~L2/~II 
.I = 0 
converge. 
LEMMA E. Suppose that ,u = 71 and K is such an entire function that 
KC2nf “(0) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . and lim,, _ r K(z”‘(0) pPZn = 0; so that the 
series 
ij K’*“(~)[Ai(~+z)+n;cf-z)] 
j=O 
converges on the plane to K(z). Then in order that the series 
f. lK”“(&# + z) + A,(; - z)ll, 
of absolute values, converge on the plane it is necessary and mfficient that 
f lK’“+*‘(O) p-*1-* + K’“‘(o) 11-2,, 
J=o 
converge. 
The reader may find pleasure in developing arguments for Theorem 2 
and associated Lemmas C and D. None is offered here. 
Of course, the condition of [63, the sequence { ( - 1 )‘f (2i’( l/2)( 1/rr)*~},%, 
is of bounded variation with limit zero and the sequence { ( - 1 )'f '*j+ "(l/2) 
( 1/rr)2i+1},03_o is absolutely summable, that the entire function f have an 
absolutely convergent Lidstone series expansion, is stronger than the 
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condition of [2], {f’j’( l/2)( l/n)‘},?=, has limit zero, that fhave a Lidstone 
series expansion, 
This latter condition is stronger than that here, 
and 
,-as 
that f have a Lidstone series expansion, 
ng, {f”“‘(l) h(z) +f”“‘(o) A,(1 -4). 
It may also be remarked that the condition on the odd derivatives at l/2 
in [6] is stronger than that on the even derivatives. But the condition on 
the even derivatives here is stronger than that on the odd derivatives. For 
.fan entire function such that 
and 
what happens to the sequence of successive derivatives off at 0, or else- 
where ? 
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